
 
Dear Members of the Assembly, 
  
 Hope you have had a great summer so far? This memo outlines the operating policy for the 
MSU Wants You working group. 
 
BACKGROUND 
  

Sometime in the 2014/15 school year, a bunch of dedicated and passionate individuals came 
together to form an MSU wants you working group. The aim of this group was to encourage more 
people of marginalized groups to run for the MSU’s SRA and Board of Directors positions. The group 
was very successful in its first year of operation, and was able to host events such as Stress Free Tea: 
Balancing Academics with MSU commitments and Taco ‘Bout MSU Elections. This group played 
a significant role in making this year’s SRA a very diverse group.  
 
PROCESS 
  

Earlier in the summer, two members of the group: Naomi Pullen and Christina Vietinghoff 
approached me to express interest in making the working group a permanent MSU committee. That is 
how the process of drafting an operating policy began. The Operations Commissioner, Miranda 
Clayton, Christina, Naomi and I spent about 2-3 weeks working on a draft policy for MSU wants you. To 
finalize the process, the operating policy was then sent to operations committee who then reviewed it. 
Majority of the members who will be involved in this working group were consulted in the process. 
 
POLICY 
  

This policy solidifies and puts in writing how the working group operated in the last academic 
year. A couple of things were added to reflect how the group will be operating in the future. This policy 
is a good step in the right direction in increasing the diversity and representation of student government 
at McMaster. 
 
Thank you for your consideration in reviewing this policy. If you have any questions, please feel free to 
email or call me. You can also drop by in my office to chat about this policy or anything.  
 
With Gratitude, 
 
Ehima Osazuwa 
MSU President 
president@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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